**Richard Siegler 1st Overall Warzone Atlanta 2019 – T'au Empire**

Vanguard Detachment +1CP (T'au Empire) [54 PL, 1CP, 1,060pts] No Force Org Slot
Detachment CP [1CP]
T'au Empire Sept Choice
Selections: T'au Sept
HQ
Commander in XV85 Enforcer Battlesuit [8 PL, 156pts] Selections: Advanced targeting system, 3x Cyclic ion blaster 2x MV4 Shield Drone
Ethereal [4 PL, 70pts]
Selections: Honour blade, Hover drone
2x MV4 Shield Drone
Elites
XV104 Riptide Battlesuit [14 PL, 278pts]
Selections: 2x Smart missile system, Advanced targeting system, Heavy burst cannon, Velocity tracker
2x XV104 Riptide Battlesuit [14 PL, 278pts]
Selections: 2x Smart missile system, Advanced targeting system, Heavy burst cannon, Velocity tracker
Outrider Detachment +1CP (T'au Empire) [34 PL, 4CP, 553pts] No Force Org Slot
Battle-forged CP [3CP]
Detachment CP [1CP]
T'au Empire Sept Choice
Selections: T'au Sept
HQ
Commander in XV85 Enforcer Battlesuit [8 PL, 156pts] Selections: Advanced targeting system, 3x Cyclic ion blaster 2x MV4 Shield Drone
Fast Attack
Pathfinder Team [6 PL, 89pts]
Selections: MV31 Pulse Accelerator Drone, MV33 Grav-inhibitor Drone MB3 Recon Drone
2x MV4 Shield Drone
4x Pathfinder
Selections: 4x Markerlight Pathfinder Shas'ui
Selections: Markerlight, Pulse pistol
Pathfinder Team [6 PL, 89pts]
Selections: MV31 Pulse Accelerator Drone, MV33 Grav-inhibitor Drone MB3 Recon Drone
2x MV4 Shield Drone
4x Pathfinder
Selections: 4x Markerlight
Pathfinder Shas'ui
Selections: Markerlight, Pulse pistol
Pathfinder Team [6 PL, 89pts]
Selections: MV31 Pulse Accelerator Drone, MV33 Grav-inhibitor Drone MB3 Recon Drone
2x MV4 Shield Drone
4x Pathfinder
Selections: 4x Markerlight
Pathfinder Shas'ui
Selections: Markerlight, Pulse pistol
Tactical Drones [2 PL, 40pts] 4x MV4 Shield Drone
Tactical Drones [2 PL, 40pts] 4x MV4 Shield Drone
Tactical Drones [4 PL, 50pts] 5x MV4 Shield Drone
Supreme Command Detachment +1CP (T'au Empire) [20 PL, 1CP, 387pts] No Force Org Slot
Detachment CP [1CP]
T'au Empire Sept Choice Selections: T'au Sept
HQ
Cadre Fireblade [3 PL, 62pts] Selections: Markerlight
2x MV4 Shield Drone
Cadre Fireblade [3 PL, 62pts] Selections: Markerlight
2x MV4 Shield Drone
Cadre Fireblade [3 PL, 62pts] Selections: Markerlight
2x MV4 Shield Drone
Commander in XV85 Enforcer Battlesuit [8 PL, 156pts]
Selections: Advanced targeting system, 3x Cyclic ion blaster, Warlord 2x MV4 Shield Drone
Darkstrider [3 PL, 45pts] Total: [108 PL, 6CP, 2,000pts]